For Immediate Release:
VINZ
‘Rules of Etiquette’
Opening July 14, 2012
18:00 - 22:00
Exhibition runs from July 14 - July 29, 2012
Multiple Locations:
Andenken Gallery
Bilderdijkkade 60, 1053 VN Amsterdam
Battalion
Lijnbaansgracht 206, 1016XA Amsterdam
The Garage
Browersgracht 75A, Amsterdam
Spanish street artist Vinz is coming to Amsterdam. ‘Rules of Etiquette’ is the artist’s first
solo effort in Amsterdam. He is very prolific, and so we’ve dreamed up a fun way to keep
him and us busy while he is here. On Saturday July 14th, 2012, we will launch a ‘3 headed dragon’ of a show for Vinz. First, we’ll have intimate and wonderful collage work at
the Battalion space, then bigger ‘Street Style’ pieces at Andenken Gallery, finally Amsterdam’s infamous private carriage house turned gallery , The Garage, will present a series
of screen prints from Vinz.
Travel a path of your choosing and have fun visiting all the venues on the evening of the
opening. The first 10 visitors to visit all three locations will receive a special gift from the
artist.
The BIO:
Vinz was born in 1979 in Valencia, Spain, where he currently
lives and works. Feel Free Project was born at the beginning of 2011.
Society is in crisis. We’re seeing the death throes of the old system,
but the new one has yet to be born. Fear, insecurity and an uncertain
future feed repression and hinder progress. Time to Feel Free.
For More info contact Hyland Mather at hydeyhodey@gmail.com

Battalion will feature Vinz’ highly polished original collage and
intimate original pieces, presented in the tastefully curated art
and design boutique setting.
Battalion is located at:
Lijbaansgracht 206
1016XA Amsterdam
Open
Wednesday - Sunday
11am - 6pm, open late til 7pm on Saturday

Andenken Gallery will feature large-scale pieces by Vinz,
each nearly 3 meters high, and featuring his trademark
gray scale nudes with colourful / tropical animal heads.
Presented in police lineup fashion in the large urban
space of Andenken Gallery and available to collectors as
wheatpaste prints, easy for collectors to paste or frame.
Look for these large scale wheatpaste pieces to also
make appearances in the streets in and around the glorious city of Amsterdam.
Andenken is located at:
Bilderdijkkade 60
Amsterdam
Open
Saturday and Sunday from 11am - 6pm

The Garage will feature a collection of 8 limited edition screen
prints from Vinz, plus a few select drawings.
The infamous private setting in the 17th Century carriage
house on the Browersgracht makes a perfect place to present
this graphic arts collection.
The Garage is located at:
Browersgracht 75
Amsterdam
After the opening, The Garage is open by appointment

Map of Locations:

